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Strategic Planning:
Purposeful Renewal of the Organisation

Our program:

� The quickening pace of change

� Models of adaptation

� On renewing an organisation

� The infrastructure of renewal
� Insight

� Values

� Narrative

� Options

� Machinery

� Managing for renewal � Managing for renewal

Genuine innovation

Productivity improvements

Purposeful portfolio change
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Insight

Options

Values

Narrative� Managing for renewal

Genuine innovation

Productivity improvements

Purposeful portfolio change

Good ideas and new potential come from informed minds

Present and future operating environment

Insight

Options

Values

Narrative

Good ideas and new potential come from informed minds

Most important sources of innovative ideas

Academia

Internal R&D

Internal support units

Trade shows and exhibitions

Consultants

Customers

Business partners

Employees

Insight

Options

Values

Narrative

Clearly defined project

Highly defined 

activities

Loose, open 

ended potential 

Commoditisation

Generally lower earnings

Renewal

Generally higher earnings
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Supplier 

relations

Order release

Clear 

authority

Batch 
size

Customer 

focus

TQM

House 

keeping

Technology 
strategy

NPD

Employee 
involvement

Manufacturing 

strategy

Innovation 
culture

Shared 

vision

Firms with < 20 employees

Small firms

Firms with more than 50 employees

Better 

Worse

Highly defined 

activities

Loose, open 

ended potential 

Highly defined 

activities

Loose, open 

ended potential 

Different metrics and criteria

Different kinds of people

The Fox and 
the Hedgehog

A multi-stage process

Veto

50% chance of veto in any one stage means 
0.5 6 = 98.4% chance of being stopped. 

The Fox and 
the Hedgehog

Clear targets: defined metrics and no loose ends. 

Loose targets: open-ended work pattern, dislike the metric culture

Winning: Hedgehogs are highly competitive and enjoy ranking themselves

Respond to financial rewards and promotion and other forms of increased status

Foxes see others as ‘helpful’ or useless: little interested in rank or status

Identify strongly with the organisation as a source of collective strength

Foxes are motivated chiefly by creative engagement

Pragmatic view of the organisation

Do not respond to the same incentives

90-95%

5-10%

Simplifiers and followers of fashion: shareholder value, core focus, Internet, re-engineering…

Deeply suspicious of simplification and generic solutions.

Do not see ‘success’ in the same terms

Require very different management

Seldom like each other
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Economic 

scale

Complex capability and reach

Anti-trust and other forces

What does it mean to “be strategic”? What does it mean to “be strategic”?

� To understand what matters: the core reason why the organisation exists

� To know, in general terms, how you want to behave (and not to behave)

� To distil insight and values into options for the future: practical possibilities

� To articulate all of this so that it is accessible to staff, to investors and others

� To set up machinery to keep all of this freshly challenged and usefully current

� To recognise that different processes require different criteria and rewards

� To develop cadres of individuals who excel in the looser, less formal Fox mode

� ... And to keep focused on cost cutting, rationalisation, profit and cash flow
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